
Appendix 3. Questions in surveys and interviews (See Figure 2 for process steps). 

SURVEY 1 QUESTIONS 

Theme 1: Preconditions for activities in the Flaten landscape 

1. What preconditions are necessary for the following activities to take place in the 

Flaten landscape?  

Pre-set preconditions: Transportation to and from; Service on site or nearby; Nature 

based preconditions; Specific permissions; Equipment; Specific knowledge/skills; 

Information; Do not know.  

2. How important are different preconditions for the 20 activities taken together? 

Pre-set choices: Transportation to and from; Service on site or nearby; Nature based 

preconditions; Specific permissions; Equipment; Specific knowledge/skills; 

Information; Do not know.  

3. What preconditions are important for the experiential value of the activity? 

Pre-set choices: Transportation to and from; Service on site or nearby; Nature based 

preconditions; Specific permissions; Equipment; Specific knowledge/skills; 

Information; Do not know.  

4. How well are necessary preconditions catered for in the Flaten landscape? 

Pre-set choices: Well catered for; Somewhat catered for; Not catered for at all.  

5. Are there other preconditions that were not included as possible answers in question 

1-3? 

Open-ended response. 

Theme 2: Changes in the Flaten landscape 

6. In what sense do you feel that you can influence these processes of change? 

Pre-set processes of change: Climate change; New exploitation/Densification; Mode 

of transport/Mobility infrastructure; Increased population/Change demographics; 

Priorities of public finances; Priorities of interventions in GBI; Planning and 

implementation of interventions in GBI.  

Pre-set choices: A lot; Little; Not at all; Do not know 

7. Where does this process of change occur most? 

Pre-set processes of change: Climate change; New exploitation/Densification; Mode 

of transport/Mobility infrastructure; Increased population/Change demographics; 

Priorities of public finances; Priorities of interventions in GBI; Planning and 

implementation of interventions in GBI.  

Pre-set choices: In the nature reserve; Outside the nature reserve; Equally inside as 

outside the nature reserve; Do not know. 

8. What activities do you think are most sensitive to changes? 

Open ended response 

9. What processes of change do you think has the largest impact on the following 

activities? 

 

 

 



SURVEY 2 QUESTIONS 

1. What is your general impression of all workshops? 

Pre-set choices: Very positive; Positive; Neutral; Negative; Very Negative 

2. Was your expectations fulfilled during our workshops? 

Pre-set choices: Yes, Partly, No, I do not know 

3. Do you think that you have understood the purpose of the research? 

Open-ended response.  

4. What do you think of the number of workshops? 

Pre-set choices: I would have liked more workshops; Good; I would have preferred 

fewer workshops; I have no opinion 

5. How did you find the workshop design generally? 

Multiple choices: It was hard to understand the exercises; I did not like the workshop 

design; It was easy to understand the exercises; The design was irrelevant; I have no 

opinion 

6. Please provide specific feedback for different workshop parts, if you have some 

7. What are the most important benefits of participating in a workhop where 

representatives from several different sectors meet to discuss the future of the Flaten 

landscape? 

Open ended response.  

8. What do you see as the most important deficits/challenges with participating in these 

kind of workshops? 

Open ended response. 

9. My understanding of the Flaten landscape has changes and I have gained new 

insights. 

Pre-set choices: I completely agree, I partly agree; I am neutral; I partly disagree; I 

completely disagree.  

10. The research and process were in line with other ongoing processes in the area.  

Pre-set choices: I completely agree; I partly agree; I am neutral; I partly disagree; I 

completely disagree.  

11. I trust the other participants and could express my viewpoints during the discussions.  

Pre-set choices: I completely agree, I partly agree; I am neutral; I partly disagree; I 

completely disagree. 

12. More and/or new collaborations have emerged between the participants in the 

workshops 

Pre-set choices: I completely agree; I partly agree; I am neutral; I partly disagree; I 

completely disagree. 

13. Have you had the possibility to contribute during the workshop(s)?  

Multiple choices: Yes, a lot; Often; Sometimes; Partly during certain steps; No, not at 

all.  

14. What was your main contribution during the discussions (e.g. local knowledge, 

ecological knowledge, knowledge about planning and practical management)?  

Open ended response. 

15. What did you learn most from? 

Pre-set choices: From the other participants; From the material distributed; From the 

presentations during the workshops; I do not know.  



16. Is there any organisation, representative or person that was not participating in the 

workshop(s) and that should have been there?  

Open ended response. 

17. Has your view upon your own role in improving the Flaten landscape as part of a 

growing Stockholm changed during the workshop(s)? 

Open ended response. 

18. What type of feedback from the continued research about the Flaten landscape are 

you interested in?  

Pre-set choices: Written documentation, Invite researchers to present the research; I 

would like to engage further into the future of the Flaten landscape, but I do not know 

how; I am not interested in feedback from the research.  

19. Is there anything you would like to add to the above responses? 

Open ended response.  

 

INTERVIEW TOPICS 

- Enabling a more holistic and long-term governance of the Flaten landscape.   

- What are the most important aspects? 

- What actions are needed? 

- How can these actions be implemented? 

- Who are the key actors in that implementation?  

 

- Reflection about the focus on changes and drivers of change in the pRT process.  

 

- Reflection about the vision and goals that were developed within the pRT 

process.  

- What are the most important key issues and challenge to achieve this vision?  

- Is there anything missing in the formulated vision and goals? 

 

- Reflection about the suggestion to develop an action plan for the Flaten 

landscape.  

- What should be included? 

- How should such plan be implemented? 

- Who are the key actors?  

- What are important starting points?  

 

- Reflection about a pRT process initiated and hosted by a research team.  

- How can such processes contribute? 

- How can such processes be further improved? 

- What is the role of the researcher in such processes? 

 

 


